“STONE GRANULES
THAT QUANTIFIES
RICHNESS OF
NATURAL BEAUTY”

Throughout history, human beings have made use of natural stone for their aesthetic and natural advantages. The greatest legacy we have received from our ancestors is the extensive use of stone. It is through the use of natural stone that we have found out most of what we know about their daily life.

LOMROD EXPORTS begins its journey in 2014 with an aim to provide premium quality natural stone sourced from India to all over the world. In such a short span of time, the team at Lomrod Exports proved their caliber to deliver quality through sincere and transparent dealing. Our people are working pan India for selection of premium material directly from best factories and quarries. It gives a cutting edge advantage to us to provide material at the reasonable price without compromising quality. Our skilled and enthusiastic staff has decades of experience in the stone field which enables them to source the best material at reasonable price. Our strength lies in our people which make us clinch customer demand on time value to their money.

We are specialized in selecting top quality granite, marble, sandstone, limestone, cobbles and pebbles directly from the main manufacturers. We have established business association with most of factories in major stone producing areas. It is our constant Endeavour to provide the best material at lowest prices so that our clients get best deals. We are constantly expanding ourselves in all part of the world to reach every nook and corner of the world to show the beauty of nature’s gift from India.

We at Lomrod Exports believe in a long-term relationship with our customer. With our multi-facet illuminated products, we provide a consolidated bonding to this relation. Since the beginning, we strongly adhere to uncompromised quality so whether it is thickness, colours or variation we thoroughly scrutinize our product which fulfills all parameters of client requirement before delivery. It gives our client a true feeling of contentment on timely completion of his projects.

Last but not the least, it is a result of the faith and consistent backing of our clients that we have achieved $1 Million turnover in very first year of our setup. We look forward to constant support of our clients to achieve future milestones of this journey.
Granite, a common type of igneous rock, is massive, hard and tough; therefore it has gained widespread use throughout history of mankind. From Pyramids of Egypt, Sculpture of Home to the great temples of India. World’s first temple entirely made of granite, it is widely used in construction and monuments due to its strong and weathering capabilities.

“Graceful granite—the luxurious touch to your flooring”
Granite Varieties:

- Amba White
- P White
- Jirawal White
- Rajasthan Black
- Lavender Blue
- Steel Grey
- Silver Pearl
- Chima Pink
- Rosy Pink
- Tiger Skin
Marble is a foliated metamorphic rock composed of carbonate minerals. It is soft enough to carve into sculptures which made it widespread use in monuments and buildings. Taj Mahal is live example of eternal beauty of Marble in our era.
Sand Stone

“Sandstone sets sensational touch to exteriors”
Cobble Pebble Artifacts

“Grace and smoothness is what Cobble Pebble Artifacts monuments have”